


The old saying “You never get a second chance to make a first impression” may sound cliché but 

it still holds true especially when you are selling your home. Most buyers make their decision to 

purchase a home within minutes of entering it. If you haven’t captured their attention 

immediately, you’ve lost the sale.

When you place your home on the market for sale it becomes a product. Similar to a product on 

the shelf at your local store, the product has features and benefits as well as competition.

To compete in the marketplace you must be priced right and look better than the other products. 

Staging is a growing necessity as more sellers face a competitive market and increasing home 

inventory. When potential buyers can see themselves living in the home, it will sell more quickly 

and for a higher price.

This booklet will take you through the reasons why you should stage your home for sale, the 

do’s and don’ts of staging, and some helpful hints to do it yourself staging.

I hope the information helps you prepare your home for sale and in turn helps you achieve your 

goal of a quick sale for the highest price possible.

Please let me know if I can be of any assistance. I am here to help you every step of the way.

Sincerely,

Matt Mullin

DEAR SELLER...



1. Staged Homes Sell in Less Time
Surveys on the effects of home staging state that homes sell from 30 - 50 percent faster. During the 
hot seller’s market, The National Association of Realtors found that staged homes sold in 13.9 days as 
opposed to 31 for non-staged homes. Imagine what the effects are during a buyer’s market. 

2. Staged Homes Sell for More Money
Homes that sit on the market usually get lower offers because home shoppers think that there’s something 
wrong with the house and that the desperate home seller is an easy mark for a low offer. Research proves 
that staged homes sell for more. The NAR statistics indicated that staged homes sold for an average of 
6.9 to 10% over listing price.

3. Staged Exteriors Entice Viewing
When home shoppers first pull up in front of a home for sale, they make up their minds in SECONDS 
whether to get out of their comfortable vehicle or drive on. A manicured front yard with staging additions 
like flowers in colorful pots near the front door and a bench to sit on makes buyers want to see what’s 
inside. Entice your buyers to come in, not drive on.

4. Staged Entryways Affect Buyer’s Decision
Once they cross the threshold, home buyers know within 15 seconds whether they like the home or not. 
You must captivate your buyers right away with a setting staged for your target buyer. Entice your buyers 
to take a good look, not hurry through.

5. Staged Living Rooms Make Buyers Feel at Home
Beyond the usual deep cleaning and decluttering, staging your living room with suggestions of activities 
gives buyers ideas like how it will feel to entertain in the space. Spur imagination with props like a 
cocktail tray set out. Entice your buyers to move in, not move on to the next home.

6. Staged Kitchens Sell Houses
Because the kitchen ranks paramount in home shopper’s list of requirements, spend extra time staging 
the space. Remove all appliances on the counter and dress the space with flowers and bowls of fruit. 
Buyers pay a premium for kitchens that are ready to move in and not ready to work on.

7. Staged Homes Tell Buyers that Your Home Is Loved
Buyers desire a well-maintained home. Homes that show well speak to the buyers that you care enough 
to keep on routine maintenance.

Staged homes sell faster and for more money, but other benefits
give home sellers good reason to think about staging their home 
to sell.

WHY STAGE YOUR HOME FOR SALE



Together We Will Create A Marketing Plan As Distinctive As Your 
Home.

8. Staged Homes Attract Agents
It’s a fact that real estate agents love staged homes, too. Get agents to keep your home on the top of 
their “must show” list. Agents show staged homes even when they fall short or exceed the buyers wish 
list because savvy agents know buyers choose homes based on their emotions and not their “must have” 
lists.

9. Staged Homes Appraise for Top Dollar
Once you sell your home, you need the appraisal to come in high enough to cover your buyer’s mortgage.
Make sure you keep your home staged for the all important date--Appraisal Day. Too many home sales 
fall through just because the appraised value didn’t meet the sales price.

10. Staged Homes Keep Buyers on Track
When you create a buyers’ “Dream Home,” they can’t wait to move in. Use staging magic to avoid “buyer’s
remorse.” Motivated buyers make sure they get all their paperwork in on time and won’t jeopardize their
purchase.

11. Staged Homes Help Home Sellers Move
Besides selling your home, the act of staging helps you get rid of clutter, pare down your furnishings to 
the best--those worth moving, and gets you organized to move on to your next home, hopefully your 
“dream home!”

WHY STAGE YOUR HOME FOR SALE



Interior Designer or Stager?
To put it succinctly, interior designers personalize, while stagers depersonalize. Stagers ready a house so 
buyers can picture themselves in it.

Staging is increasing the perceived value of a home by showcasing the space to allow potential home 
buyers to mentally move in. It’s a subtle art that involves creativity and some muscle. A good stager will 
emphasize the house, condo, or loft instead of the client’s personal items. A listing agent doesn’t want 
buyers and buyer’s agents to notice art collections, family photos, and quirky knickknacks. No matter 
how nice or interesting the accessories, the object is to sell the house, not what’s inside the house.

Who should pay for the staging?
The property owner usually pays for the staging, the way they pay a house painter, a floor refinisher, or 
anyone who works to prepare the house for sale.

Stagers generally offer two options: a bid or a consultation. A consultation works for hands-on sellers 
who want to do the work themselves. Obviously, the latter costs less ($200 to $300) and encompasses 
a 20-30 page report.

Bids range dramatically from as low as $500 to $5,000 or more. In these cases, you don’t always get 
what you pay for. It’s wise to steer clear of anyone offering too low a quote. The same goes for high bids. 
Unless the home needs several rooms furnished, stagers who charge lofty rates may not be putting all 
their creative juices to work. It’s better to stick with rates in the $2,000 to $4,000 range. Stagers can also 
charge by square feet, hourly, or per room.

Choosing a Stager
A referral is one of the key methods to find a top-notch stager. Question the stager about how they work.
Most stagers provide display albums or online presentations of their previous work, so meet with them
and consider their style before even talking about price. If you don’t have a referral you can check out a
regional list of Accredited Staging Professionals (ASPs) at www.stagedhomes.com or through the
international Association of Home Staging Professionals (IAHSP.com) which lists stagers by region.
Not all stagers have an ASP designation, which can work as a benchmark or at least show some degree
of professionalism. ASPs maintain a code of ethics and for the most part sound business practices and
proper insurance. They also maintain different levels of accreditation, such as ASP Master, that requires
additional training.

Attempt to whittle the choice to two or three stagers. It may be wise to steer clear of part-timers or
hobby stagers and go with someone who dedicates themselves to their profession. Do they work alone
or with a team? Do they have their own inventory? In the case of an empty home, often stagers with
their own inventory may offer a better value than one who needs to rent furniture.

Don’t overlook personality. Don’t just base a decision on money because stagers have different styles,
work ethics, and temperaments.

HIRING A PROFESSIONAL



The following are the easiest and fastest ways to ready your home for sale. Remember money spent on
staging is an investment with a great return!

Turn up the curb appeal and maximize that first impression opportunity.
• Power wash the driveway, front walkway and steps or entry.
• Update the front door with a fresh coat of paint.
• Polish door hardware, house numbers, and mailbox.
• Dress up the entrance with a potted planter of colorful annuals or a small tree by the front door.
• Buy a new welcome mat.
• Check to ensure light fixture is in working order and bug-free.

Spruce up the front yard.
• Trim any overgrown shrubs or plantings, especially in front of windows.
• Add a splash of floral color to attract the attention of a drive-by shopper.
• Put a clean edge on planting beds with fresh mulch.
• Pamper the lawn and keep it green.

Fresh paint will provide the biggest return for money spent on preparing your home to sell.
• If needed, give the exterior of your home a new paint job. Most of the major paint manufacturers have

done the work for you, offering preselected palettes that group colors for the main body of the house, trim 
and accents. Some have an online tool that allow you to “try on” paint colors and combinations before
you buy - see Behr Paints or Sherwin Williams. For additional help with selecting color, consider hiring a
color specialist. For interiors, choose neutral colors with lighter trim, and white ceilings for contrast.

Return any rooms repurposed to suit your lifestyle back to the use originally intended by the 
architect.
• Staging a third bedroom as a home office is fine, but a formal dining room turned kid’s playroom should

be converted back to its original purpose.

Neutralize the home’s interior.
• Remove any wallpaper, no matter how much you like it.
• Soften any strong decorating styles.
• Remove any articles that may make prospective buyers uncomfortable: no moose heads, antlers, nude

art,
• personal toiletries or medications.
• Find a temporary home for reptiles, birds and fish.
• Declutter your home.
• Clutter is distracting to prospective buyers and has a negative impact on the perceived value of your

home.
• Pack up excess toys, books, refrigerator magnets, personal toiletries.
• Empty closets (and garage if possible) of at least 1/3 of their contents. Show prospective buyers there is
• plenty of storage for all their stuff.

DO IT YOURSELF: THE BASICS



Depersonalize your home.
• Pack up personal items like awards, trophies, and monogrammed items.
• Remove most family photos, including large portraits.
• Pack up all collections - no exceptions.

Get your house white-glove clean.
• Have your windows washed inside and out.
• Clean everything - especially places you only clean once or twice a year - like appliances, the top of

the refrigerator, over door frames, baseboards, light fixtures, faucets, and tile. Make it sparkle!
• Clean outside the front door. Get the spider webs, bugs on windowsills, bird droppings.
• Consider hiring a cleaning service to keep your home in tip-top shape while it’s on the market.

Lighten and brighten your interior.
• Maximize the light that enters every room.
• Remove heavy draperies or window treatments that block light or the view.
• Check all light fixtures to ensure they have the maximum wattage bulb allowable for the fixture.
• Bring in some healthy green plants to freshen the air and bring the outdoors in.

Leave your home for all showings, and be sure to bring your pets with you.
• Buyers will feel more comfortable touring your home if you are not present.
• Buyers need to see all the rooms in your home. Closing a door and making a room off limits to rein

in a pet is not the best option.

THE BASICS



DO'S
• Pick-up recent home decorating magazines. If you’re not up to speed on current decorating

trends it will help familiarize yourself with how interior design is being marketed. Tab pages with low-
cost ideas that will make your home say today.

• Invite a friend or real estate agent over. A second or third pair of eyes will help you accent the
bestand edit the worst in your home. Be prepared for some constructive criticism. You want to hear
it before you put your home on the market, not as feedback from prospective buyers. Go room-by-
room with a worksheet so you can take notes. Depending on how much time you have available for
an update or a makeover, you will need to prioritize and figure out what will give you the biggest
return.

• Stage a home office if you don’t have one. They’re not a trend; they’re required for
today’shomebuyers. Many homebuyers today work from home part or full-time or want a space
where theycan organize their life and park a computer. Find an extra bedroom, walk-in closet or an
unused corner and convert it into a home office. Make sure there is a convenient electric, telephone
and cablesupply.

• Focus on living spaces. These areas are where the majority of homebuyers will spend their time.
Place a side table and a floor lamp next to a comfortable chair as a reading corner. Float sofas and
coffee tables away from walls for a designer look. Use area rugs to anchor furniture groupings on
bare tile and wood floors. Living spaces must have matching table lamps. Streamline family photos
and place green plants in room. Fireplaces should always be operable and on in season. Place
groupings of candles and clear glass bowls filled with natural potpourri on side and coffee tables.
Substantial wicker baskets can organize magazines, remote controls and toys. Limit knick-knacks to
make room for staging materials.

• Give attention to kitchens. Put away in a handy drawer all dish towels and rags. Reduce recipe
boxes, barrels of cooking utensils, excess-cooking machines, and cookbooks by two-thirds to open
up counter spaces. For a quick update put new hardware on cabinets. Clean off everything on the
refrigerator door. Omit throw rugs scattered around the kitchen. Clean off windowsills to open up
exterior views. Organize cabinets with clear containers. If you can’t see the back wall of a cabinet,
buyers will think you don’t have enough storage space. Ditto closets. Budget to keep a variety of
fresh fruit in a glass bowl on the counter. Edit family bulletin boards. Remove old curtains and install
new wood blinds on windows.

• Spend time on sleeping and bathing spaces. Often overlooked in the frenzy to get a home on
market, these spaces can make or break a home. Buy a set that consists of a matching bed skirt,
bed spread, pillow covers and blinds to match. Buy a new shower curtain and separate liner. Wash
the liner often if mold develops. Add complete sets of towels that coordinate with your new shower
curtain. Clear all cosmetics off vanity. If you have an over-the-toilet cabinet consider removing and
place a piece of artwork in its place. Remember to keep items in the “too much information” category,
out of view. If you have a king-size bed in a small room, you’ll pay to have buyers overcome this
negative, so get rid of it now. Clear off dresser and nightstands of excess. Make sure the bedroom
receives the maximum natural light. Install closet organizers in closets. Eliminate wall and door hooks
for clothes. People might look under your bed, no surprises please.

• Remember first impressions in entries. A simple console table with mirror over it makes a nice
entryway. Make sure this space is well lit day or night. Place adhesive under rugs so buyers don’t
trip or slide.

DO’S AND DON’TS OF STAGING



DO’S AND DON’TS OF STAGING

DON'TS
• Use inexpensive silk flowers. Nothing distracts buyers more than silk flowers that are past their

time, inappropriate for the season or thrown together. Throw them out, now.

• Forget to upgrade Fido's bowl. We know you love your pet, but prove it to homebuyers.

• Overlook window coverings. Buyers today think less is more in window fashion. They want the
most light and the least embellishment on windows. And no layered treatments with sheer panels
please.

• Use low wattage light bulbs. Dark, dim rooms are unappealing to homebuyers. They want to see
what they might buy. Replace bulbs with manufacture recommended wattages and especially the
burned out ones. The newer low-energy bulbs don't cast home or people in flattering light.

• Think that everyone loves wallpaper. No two people have the same taste in this instant decorator 
finishes. If it's more than three years old, take it down and paint in a neutral color. And wallpaper
boarders are out.

• Paint with commitment colors. If you've determined that you need to paint, stay away from bold
or what are called commitment colors. Commitment colors are those buyers either love or hate. It can
be difficult for buyers to overlay their style on them.

• Think cleaning is a part of staging. Cleaning is what you do before staging. Everything should
shimmer and shine. Don't forget the windows.



The outside of a home is the first and last impression buyers 
will have. Buyers develop an immediate opinion about what the 
inside might look like from looking at the outside.

• Add a splash of one or two colors to flower beds.

• Remove all dead and non-healthy plants. Make sure bedding areas are free of weeds.

• If a home has a front porch add chairs, benches, table, garden art, a water feature, baskets or pots
filled with flowers.

• If you have a pool or spa make sure it sparkles and is free of debris.

• Remember to clean up side yards too.

• Patio furniture should be kept clean with all lounge chairs in the same upright position, and table
chairs tucked in under the table.

• Hide air conditioner units and unsightly equipment with greenery and color.

CURB APPEAL SELLS



Together We Will Create A Marketing Plan As Distinctive As Your 
Home.

Furniture Placement
• Arrange furniture for spaciousness, balance, and traffic flow.

• Create seating areas that are conducive to conversation.

• Remove any extra furniture and place in storage.

Light
• Buyers are attracted to bright spacious homes with open floorplan

• Take advantage of natural light by opening blinds and drapes. Make sure all window shades

• are open so they end at the same level.

• Change light bulbs to a higher wattage to increase the amount of artificial light in a home.

Decorating
• Showcase the architectural focal points of a room.

• Add silk trees or plants to provide warmth and interest. (A six or seven foot plam or ficus will work
well with an eight foot ceiling.)

• Use a variety of heights when creating a tabletop display.

• Just one distinctive piece of furniture such as an armoire will make the rest of the room seem more
important.

• Add complimenting throw pillows to bring out the colors and add balance and symmetry.

• An end table lamp should be tall enough to clear the top of the sofa but not so tall it dwarfs the table
it’s on.

• Choose a picture that is nearly the same height as the sofa and between half and two thirds its width.

• Area rugs should be about as long and as wide the furnishings in the space.

• End tables should be a couple of inches shorter than the arm of the sofa.

• A coffee table should be about two-thirds the length of the sofa to allow room for traffic flow.

• Chairs should match the scale of the sofa.

DECORATING TIPS



ADDING VALUE TO ROOMS

The Kitchen
• Buyers look for spacious kitchens. Remove all non-decorative

items from counter tops.

• Give your kitchen a minor face lift if it is old and dated. New
appliances, hard surface counter tops, refaced cabinets and
wood or tile floors are appealing to buyers.

• Remember to keep in line with neighborhood values.

• Take all magnets and artwork off of the refrigerator

• Add a stand with a colorful plate to decorate the counter top.

• Silk greenery, fresh flowers, real or faux fruit, canister sets, jars filled with colored beans, vinegar,
veggies, or pasta will give a designer look to your counter tops.

The Master Bedroom Suite
• Place the bed on the obvious head wall

• Less is always best. Minimize room use and furnishings.

• Add a headboard.

• Contrast wall and ceiling colors.

• Let natural light in.

• Top bed off with better linens.

Bathroom
• Add neatly folded fresh towels.

• Place candles around the tub.

• Replace a flat wall-mounted mirror with a framed mirror.

• Remove all personal items from countertops.

• Make sure the room sparkles!



Outside
• Make sure the doorbell is working.

• Clean and polish hardware or replace if old and outdated.

• Make sure the house numbers are visible and look new. Add a fresh coat of paint to numbers on the
curb.

• Make sure the roof is free of debris and obstructions.

• Give the house a fresh coat of paint if necessary. Be sure to stay in the same color scheme as the
rest of the neighborhood.

• Paint the front door a bright color to add visual interest and depth.

• Add up-to-date light fixtures.

• Check landscape lighting to insure it is working.

• Dress up the front porch with furniture and colorful plants.

• Fill cracks and repair loose stones on walkways and driveways. Power wash if necessary.

• Trim trees so they do not block the view or natural light from entering the house.

• Keep lawn manicured, fertilized and edged. Mow twice a week if necessary.

Inside
• Make sure the house is sparkling clean at all times.

• Inspect the house room by room. Paint if necessary.

• Wash windows inside and out.

• Shampoo carpets and furniture.

• Clear unnecessary objects from furniture. Keep decorative objects on the furniture in small groups.

• Replace odd colored or worn carpet with neutral colored carpet.

• Add a coat of floor finish to hardwood floors.

• Replace burnt out light bulbs.

• Empty trash daily. Keep trash can out of sight.

• Replace outdated or broken light fixtures.

• Minimize the contents of drawers, closets, and cabinets.

• Lighting cheers up the home. Open the drapes or blinds and leave lights and lamps on, especially
during showings.

• Keep pet beds stored away.

• Remove family photos and memorabilia. Don’t forget the refrigerator door!

CHECKLIST



1. Location:
We usually cannot move a home! To coin the favorite phrase of appraisers: “Location, Location, 

Location.” The pricing of your property must reflect its location.

2. Condition:
The upkeep and presentation of your property is crucial to obtain the highest value for your 

home in any given market at any given time. The pricing of your property must reflect its 

condition.

3. Price & Terms:
Price is the number one factor in the sale of a home. A property is really only worth what one 

person is willing to pay another to gain ownership of it. Price must be in direct relationship with 

the other four ingredients and it is the most important of all!

4. The Listing Agent:
To produce more showing and sale results, interview agents and find one that is friendly, 

enthusiastic, and flexible.

5. Marketing Plan:
Successful home sales require a specific marketing plan prepared by the listing agent before 

the home is listed.

You Control Four of These!
When the above ingredients are in agreement, we have a sale! If just one of them is out of line 

it will take a longer time to sell, and the more ingredients there are out of line, the longer it will 

take before the sale of your home takes place.

There are five main ingredients that make
up the sale of your home:

RECIPE FOR A SALE



NOTES
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